Model XC950 - 2 x 500W halogen work light
Important:
Read this information before use
1- Unpack the fixture and place all of the parts on a smooth surface
2- Mount each of the two light fixtures to the crossbar as shown in Fig.1
A. Put a washer between the U bracket of the light fixture and the crossbar to allow the light fixture to
turn without scratching the cross bar as shown in Fig.1
B.

Be sure not to over tighten the adjusting knob

C.

Both light fixtures can be mounted in the same manner

3- Mount the crossbar to the top of the telescopic pole by putting a washer on top of the cross bar and tightening the
center knob as shown in Fig.2. Be sure not to over tighten the center knob
4- The tripod legs are adjustable . Adjust the legs by loosening the knob as shown in Fig. 3. Do not adjust the legs by
force; they should move easily to desired position.
5- Adjust the telescopic pole to desired height by loosening and tightening the locking collar at the top of the
extension as shown in Fig. 4.
6- The work light is now ready to use.

***Bulb installation or replacement***
1- Use max. 500W T-3 halogen bulb
2- Disconnect power and allow bulb to cool prior to removing
3- Use a screwdriver to release the frame and remove the old bulb. Push gently toward the right side of the socket
until the left side is clear and can be removed by pulling forward
4- To install bulb, use clean gloves or a cloth. Fit the bulb into one side until it eases into its socket
5- Never turn power on with hinge door open

1- Unscrew retaining screw on top of
lamp. This will release the protective
grid and glass face plate

2- Lower protective grid and glass 		
faceplate. It will be retained by the
hinges

			

3- To insert halogen bulb; unwrap 		
bulb, taking care that your fingers
do not touch the bulb. Use 		
clean gloves or a cloth to handle 		
bulb. Push one end of bulb 		
into either of the spring loaded 		
sockets. Push into other end 		
on other socket and release.

4- Carefully replace front protective grid
and glass face plate, making sure
that it is correctly positioned.
Screw up tightly.
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